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ABSTRACT

In recent years, with the maturity of 5G and Internet of Things technologies, the number of mobile applications and the amount of data access have increased explosively. However, the frequency of these accesses varies considerably at different times of the day, requiring different caching strategies in those limited-capacity edge servers. Existing caching strategies perform well when the access frequency is stable. However, they ignore the time-varying characteristics of user access frequency in different periods, resulting in a low hit rate in ever-changing frequency scenarios. To improve the hit rate in such scenarios, we propose a cache replacement policy called Chameleon, which consists of two components, AutoFre, and Crates. AutoFre is an admission algorithm that predicts the future access frequency category and calculates the admission thresholds based on the prediction result. While Crates is an eviction algorithm, it selects the contents evicted by designing a customized principal component analysis algorithm. We conduct a series of experiments with real application traces from ChuangCache. The trace has 9,839,213 user accesses in 48 h. The results demonstrate that Chameleon reaches about 98% in caching hit rate and outperforms SecondHit-Crates algorithm about 8% in frequency-changing edge networks.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the maturity of 5G and Internet of Things technologies, mobile users are growing explosively. According to reports [1, 2], nearly 300 million mobile applications will be downloaded by 2023, and the number of global mobile subscribers will reach 5.7 billion by 2023 from 5.31 billion in 2021, which introduces high requirements for content storage. To reduce the burden on cloud data centers and CDN networks, edge storage servers closer to users are widely deployed to cache popular content and provide a higher quality of service (QoS) by shortening access latency. However, storage resources on edge servers are limited compared with CDN servers. Therefore, the research on the cache replacement strategy of edge servers is critical to edge computing and storage areas.

Many studies have improved caching performance on edge servers. Such as LRU, LFU [3,4], or their simple variants [5] are easy to be implemented and have been widely used. Akamai [6] implemented the Cache-on-second-hit (SecondHit) [7] rule algorithm, which caches the content only when it is accessed twice. However, the total number of accesses received by the edge server in consecutive periods is variable due to the different user preferences for application usage, which is called time-varying. Although these works increase the hit rate on edge servers during stable frequency access, they ignore the time-varying characteristics of user access frequency in different periods.

Considering the mentioned conditions, we deeply analyze the real traces from ChuangCache [8] in China and find an essential observation (see Section 3) that is the user and content accessed has different concentrations at different frequency periods. This observation provides a new perspective to review this caching problem, from the perspective of user and content concentrations. Therefore, this paper is mainly committed to designing the caching replacement algorithm utilizing the user and content concentration to improve the hit rate on edge servers in the ever-changing access frequency scenario.

To address this problem, we firstly predict the frequency category in the future by Decision Tree based on the content concentration information. Then we combine the prediction result and historical hit rate to design the self-adaptive admission threshold for admitting the access content or not. When admitting cache the content requested, we adopt the principal component analysis algorithm to select...
 eviction contents and remove them. On this basis, we finally propose a popular content protection mechanism to prevent the popular content cached from being removed. Through a series of experiments with different cache sizes and actual application data with two days of about 9,839,213 access frequency from ChuangCache in China, we demonstrate that Chameleon reaches about 98% in caching hit rate and outperforms the SecondHit-Crates algorithm by about 8%. The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

- We analyze real traces and find that the user and content concentrations change correspondingly with access frequency. It is a new perspective to address the low hit rate problem in the ever-changing frequency scenarios.
- We propose a self-adaptive cache replacement policy Chameleon for different access frequencies, which uses the Decision Tree algorithm to predict the range of future access frequencies. Then we design corresponding admission and eviction policies based on the prediction results and features above.
- We conduct a series of experiments using industry data and demonstrate the efficiency of Chameleon.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Next section, we introduce the related work about replacement strategies for admission and eviction. In Section 3, we deeply analyze the real traces and find an essential observation. In Section 4, the design of architecture is presented. Section 5 conducts experiments with a detailed introduction and analysis of the results. And our conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Related work

The explosive growth of Internet data and the emergence of new networks, such as edge computing, IoT, and 5G network, have put forward higher requirements for caching strategies. There are two typical analyses of caching strategies. One focuses on content admission to decide whether to cache content or not. The other caching strategy focuses on content eviction to decide which content to evict.

2.1. Admission policy

Only a small amount of content is stored on the edge servers because their edge storage resources are limited. Researchers recognize that not all content is the same in terms of access frequency, recency, size, etc., which makes it necessary to design an Admission Policy in cache replacement. Akamai [6] counted the number of web file accesses in a server cluster over two days and found that of the total 400 million or so files, 74% were accessed only once. Based on this feature, it implemented the Cache-on-second-hit (SecondHit) [7] rule algorithm, which caches the content only when it is accessed twice. TinyLFU [9], a cache admission policy also based on access frequency, determines whether the content is cached in edge servers by the freshness of the accessed content. Edge server tends to store smaller content rather than a bigger one so that it can cache more content. Daniel et al. proposed AdaptSize [10] based a novel Markov cache model to adjust a threshold for the size of admitted objects. Combining these factors (frequency, size, and recency), RL-Cache proposed a novel algorithm RL-Cache that adopts model-free reinforcement learning to decide whether or not to cache an accessed object in CDNs. SecondHit, AdaptSize, TinyLFU and RL-Cache have improved the hit rate significantly.

2.2. Eviction policy

Many traditional eviction algorithms have been proposed in different scenarios, such as First Input First Output (FIFO), Least Recently Used (LRU), Least Frequently Used (LFU), and Greedy-Dual-Size-Frequency (GDSF) [3,4,11,12]. These traditional caching algorithms with low complexity are easily implemented and have been widely used. The most commonly deployed caching replacement algorithms by some CDN providers, such as LRU, LFU, or their simple variants [5], are simple but do not explicitly consider the future popularity of content when making caching decisions.

In the studies of eviction policies, researchers have proposed many solutions from different perspectives [13–18], such as location, size, and new scenarios. These studies are mainly based on content popularity to design. Paper [19] focused on caching in CDNs and proposed a new approach called LRB that uses machine learning to approximate the Belady MIN (oracle) algorithm. For better adaptation to the time-varying popularity patterns, a Forecast-Based cache replacement policy has been proposed for mobile video streaming [20]. In recent years, there has been a rapid increase in short video traffic about CDN, [21] presented AutoSight. It is a distributed edge caching system for short video networks, which consists of two main components a predictor (CoStore) and a caching engine (Viewfinder). In addition, the forecasting popularity [22–27] of online content has been extensively studied to provide technical support for caching.

Although these admission or eviction policies can increase the hit rate on edge servers, they ignore the access of variability frequency affects the caching performance. The reasons that make them inefficient in improving the hit rate of edge servers will be detailedly described in Section 3.

3. Motivation

In this section, we firstly find that the variability frequency feature leads to some challenges for improving the hit rate of edge servers by analyzing the real trace from ChuangCache in China in Section 3.1. Then we discuss possible solutions from new perspectives to address this problem in Section 3.2.

3.1. Content access frequency is time-varying

Due to different user preferences, edge servers receive the frequency of content accessed changeably at different times. Fig. 1 illustrates the total number of accesses during one day from ChuangCache in China. It is worth noting that all the data analyzed in this paper comes from the access log within 24 h of an application in ChuangCache. The average hourly user access frequency is 192,772 per hour, and the average number amount of access content accessed hourly is 32,635 per hour. If we almost access a new video within 20 h, the access frequency may be lower. However, the access frequency can increase significantly after 20 h. In Fig. 1, it is easy to find a variation in frequency accessed with different hours. For example, the frequency of content accessed is 416,468 during the 22nd hour. However, the frequency of content accessed is 342,634 during the 21st hour, as for the 23rd hours, the frequency is 341,468. In general, the access frequency varies significantly per hour. For example, the access frequency from 21st to 23rd hours increased 33 times compared to the 4th–6th hours. The total number of content access frequency is time-varying and leads to a low hit rate, which is due to two reasons as follows.

![Access Frequency in every hour.](image-url)
In addition, the access frequency is partly determined by the number of users requesting more types of content because of the limited storage space. Therefore, the next subsection uncovers the potential of solving the above problem by analyzing the concentration characteristics of requests under different access frequencies accessed. Thus, we deeply analyze the real traces from ChuangCache server. Although access frequency is variable over successive periods, the same access frequency exists under different periods. Under the same total access frequency, it is easy to believe that a substantial variation in access content frequency leads to a higher hit rate than a tiny difference, whether in admission or eviction algorithms. As a result, using access frequency alone as the basis for admission threshold with variation is insufficient. To fully capture the features of different periods, we illustrate the real access log information from one day in Fig. 2. The red line is the standard deviation of the content requested number. In Fig. 2, we can see that the standard deviation of the accessed content (which we call content concentration) varies even for the same access frequency in consecutive periods. Therefore, the access frequency and content concentration are combined to refine the characteristics of extracting different access times in this paper. It provides information to support the setting of access thresholds under different access frequencies.

**Admission: content concentration.**

Although access frequency is variable over successive periods, the same access frequency exists under different periods. Under the same total access frequency, it is easy to believe that a substantial variation in access content frequency leads to a higher hit rate than a tiny difference, whether in admission or eviction algorithms. As a result, using access frequency alone as the basis for admission threshold with variation is insufficient. To fully capture the features of different periods, we illustrate the real access log information from one day in Fig. 2. The red line is the standard deviation of the content requested number. In Fig. 2, we can see that the standard deviation of the accessed content (which we call content concentration) varies even for the same access frequency in consecutive periods. Therefore, the access frequency and content concentration are combined to refine the characteristics of extracting different access times in this paper. It provides information to support the setting of access thresholds under different access frequencies.

**Eviction: user concentration.**

The number of access frequencies is inextricably linked with users. More specially, the number of specific user groups is tiny but with a high access frequency [28]. We assume that these users play an important role in cache replacement for improving hit rates. Therefore, we capture the characteristics of specific user groups by analyzing the real traces shown in Fig. 3. The red line is the percentage of the user number of specific user groups among all users. As seen in red, specific user groups are distributed differently throughout the day. Their access to content are more concentrated than other user groups during hours 1–6, which is attributed to their higher average number of content accesses [28] than during other periods. To sum up, specific user group play an essential role in those low-frequency periods than the general users. The contents accessed by this specific user group have a much higher possibility to become popular content.

Based on the above findings, we can provide new perspectives to examine the above-caching problems by predicting frequency to design a self-adaptive admission threshold and adopting specific user groups information to capture popular contents as eviction policy in the low-frequency period. However, there are two challenges: (a) How to predict the future frequency and design a self-adaptive admission policy based on the prediction result, (b) How to capture the relationship and popular content with specific user groups, and improve hit rate based on the relationship on edge servers. To address the challenges, we propose solutions described in detail in the next section.

4. System models and design

In this section, we firstly present the caching background in Section 4.1. Then we present the admission algorithm AutoFre by decision tree technology to predict the future frequency category in Section 4.2. Next, we adopt the principal component analysis algorithm to obtain the relationship between popular contents and core users in Section 4.3.1. On this basis, we propose a popular contents protection mechanism in Section 4.3.2. Finally, we introduce the overall design of caching strategy of Chameleon in Section 4.4.

3.2. Concentration varies with access frequency

It is not difficult to imagine that the hit rate is likely to drop when requesting more types of content because of the limited storage space. In addition, the access frequency is partly determined by the number of users online. Therefore, based on these two viewpoints, we analyze the concentration of contents and users and find the following two perspectives to solve the problem introduced in Section 3.1.

- Admission: thresholds setting in different frequency accessed

  Statistically [6], edge storage servers have large requests during periods, and about 74% of the content is accessed only once. The researchers believe that not having these contents stored improves the hit rate. Some researchers have proposed SecondHit, which allows the accessed content into the cache only on the second access time within a period. However, the cache hit rate is not optimized all the time by admitting the content accessed with second access and may sometimes be reduced. For example, two lists \( l_1 = \{ABACBDEFA\} \) and \( l_2 = \{ABCDEDF\} \) have the same contents and different access frequencies. The hit rates of the two lists with different admission thresholds for the same eviction algorithm (LRU) are calculated separately. The hit rate by first access (all) admission and SecondHit for list \( l_1 \) is 3/10 and 1/2, and list \( l_2 \) are 1/2 and 1/4, respectively. When the second access times as admission thresholds, the hit rate is higher than the first one in list \( l_1 \) and the opposite in list \( l_2 \). Therefore, we can obtain a viewpoint that using a fixed admission threshold at the different frequencies accessed may reduce the hit rate.

- Eviction: popular content prediction at different frequency accessed

  It is not difficult to understand that the greater the differences between the access frequency for different contents, the easier it is to select content as popular ones. What is particularly noteworthy here is that the differences between the frequency of accesses for different contents are practically indistinguishable in some periods. In Fig. 2, the T1 (see red line) and T2 (see black line) respectively present the access frequency from the top 400 contents during hour range 1–8 and other ranges. We can find that the access frequency is 2 for nearly 50 contents after Id 50 in T1, which lead difficult to select content as future popular content in the same access frequency. However, the difference between the access frequencies of different contents in T2 is more evident compared to T1. It indicates that popular contents are difficult to predict in some periods (like T1) than in others.

Based on the above analysis, we get two reasons that the hit rate needs to be improved in the ever-changing frequency scenario. To improve the hit rate, we deeply analyze the real traces from ChuangCache and find new observations about the concentration of content and user accessed. Therefore, the next subsection uncovers the potential of solving the above problem by analyzing the concentration characteristics in real traces.

3.2. Concentration varies with access frequency

The framework overview is shown in Fig. 4, which mainly includes network infrastructures, the flow of access contents by users, and a caching replacement strategy. The network infrastructure is made up of clients, edge servers, CDNs, and Cloud. In this architecture, content statuses of users’ accesses include: hit, CDN hit, and miss. When users request content, it is searched in edge servers, firstly. If the content
In this paper, we propose a caching strategy, Chameleon, which includes two parts AutoFre and Crates. The system architecture of Chameleon is shown in Fig. 5, which shows two cases when receiving a request. (1) When the edge server finds the requested content is requested missing, AutoFre makes the admission decision. If the missing content admits in caching, Crates selects the eviction contents, and then the edge server responds to the missing content after fetching it from the cloud. Otherwise, the missing content is responded to the user. (2) When the content requested is hit, the edge server responds to users directly. The following will introduce AutoFre and Crates, respectively.

4.2. Admission algorithm: AutoFre

The first challenge, to predict the future access frequency and design a self-adaptive admission policy based on the prediction result, is divided into two parts: (1) predicting future access frequency category by adopting a Decision Tree [29], and (2) defining a dynamic adaptive admission threshold based on the prediction result and historical hit rate, which will be detailed below Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2, respectively.

4.2.1. Decision Tree

Because precisely predicting future access frequency is a tough undertaking, we anticipate the future access frequency will fall into four categories: high frequency and concentrated access $h_c$, high frequency and discrete access $h_d$, low frequency and concentrated access $l_c$, and low frequency and discrete access $l_d$ to replace the precise access frequency to simplify it. Since the Decision Tree C4.5 algorithm can generate predictions quickly [29] and is suitable for making caching decisions, it is used in this paper to predict future access frequency categories. As a result, a decision tree technique is used in this paper to forecast future access categories.

- Capturing the attributes.
  Based on the study in the preceding Section 3.2, we created a decision tree model using the access frequency and access content...
Algorithm 1 AutoFre

input: Training feature set: \( D \); Historical frequency of access content: \( r_n \). 
output: Admission Decision \( a \)
1: function \( \text{DECISION TREE}(D) \)
2: Create Tree \( CT \)
3: while \( D \neq \emptyset \) do
4: Compute the entropy of \( D \) by equation (1)
5: for Iterate over all the attribute \( A \) do
6: Compute the entropy of \( A \) by equation (3)
7: Compute information gain by equation (4)
8: Compute \( \text{SplitInfo}(D) \) of attribute \( A \) by equation (5).
9: Compute \( \text{GainRatio}(A) \) by equation (6).
10: end for
11: Find the node \( n \) with the max \( \text{GainRatio}(A) \) by equation (7).
12: Pop \( n \) in \( D \)
13: \( CT \) add the leaf node \( n \)
14: end while
15: end function

16: function \( \text{ADMISSION THRESHOLDS}(r_n) \)
17: Predict the future access frequency category \( f \) by \( CT \)
18: Compute the admission thresholds \( r' \) by equation (8)
19: if \( r_n > r' \) then
20: \( a = 1 \)
21: else
22: \( a = 0 \)
23: end if
24: return \( a \)
25: end function

### Concentration of information obtained from the historical access information as attribute values of training data. However, these two criteria cannot predict future access frequency categories by adopting these attribute values. Furthermore, we append the attributes with a future access change trend attribute, which is the increase or decrease in access frequency during two continue periods. 1, −1, and 0 indicate the gradual increase, gradual reduction, and no change, respectively. It provides guarantees for predicting future access frequency categories. Therefore, the dataset for predicting future access frequency categories includes three attributes, access frequency, access content concentration, and trend, denoted by \( D \).

#### Generation of the decision tree.

The main idea of the C4.5 algorithm is to build a decision tree by classifying instances in the dataset and the information entropy gain rate according to each attribute classification. The information entropy of the original dataset \( \text{Info}(D) \) can be calculated by

\[
\text{Info}(D) = - \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{|D_C|}{|D|} \log_2 \frac{|D_C|}{|D|},
\]  

where \( D \) denotes a dataset composed of \( M \) samples and \( W \) category. \( D_C (1 \leq i \leq M) \) is the category sample set \( C_i \) in the dataset \( D \). Let \( N = |D| \) denotes the samples number in the dataset \( D \), \( |DC| \) denotes the samples number of the subset \( DC_i \) for the category \( C_i \). The information entropy \( \text{Info}_A(D) \) is computed by the division of attribute \( A \) category. Due to the continuous nature of these attributes, we must discretize the access frequency and access number concentration before computing \( \text{Info}_A(D) \). These attributes are divided into subsets by mapping into a few discrete data, and the formula is as follows:

\[
f(A) = \frac{|A|}{10^k} \times 10^3.
\]  

where \( k \) presents the magnitudes of \( A \). Then \( \text{Info}_A(D) \) can be obtained by

\[
\text{Info}_A(D) = \sum_{j=1}^{V_A} \frac{|D|}{|D|} \times \text{Info}(D_j),
\]  

where \( V_A \) is the number of subsets by the mapping equation. \( D_j (1 \leq j \leq V_A) \) presents the \( j \)th partition subset, and \( \frac{|D_j|}{|D|} \) is the proportion of the \( j \)th partition. Information gain of attribute \( A \) is the original information entropy minus the information entropy of attribute \( A \). It can be presented by Eq. (4). The larger the value of information gains, the purer the division according to that category is. And then, we calculate the split information entropy of attribute \( A \) by Eq. (5). Lastly, the information gain rate \( \text{GainRatio}(A) \) of the attribute \( A \) by Eq. (6). The above processes are repeated for all attributes until the final decision tree model is generated, and the primary operations are shown in function Decision Tree of Algorithm 1. A decision tree includes nodes and leaf nodes. The nodes of this paper’s decision tree includes three attributes: access frequency, access content concentration, and trend. The leaf nodes present four predicted outcomes \( hd, hc, ld, \) and \( lc \). It means the decision tree is four-level in this paper. Different values are formed based on the division of attributes as described before and operations such as mapping. One combination of these attribute values can be considered as an input. We can use the input to generate the corresponding prediction results (i.e., the categories of future access frequencies) by a decision tree model.

\[
\text{Gain}(A) = \text{Info}(D) - \text{Info}_A(D)
\]  

\[
\text{SplitInfo}_A(D) = - \sum_{j=1}^{V_A} \frac{|D_j|}{|D|} \times \log_2 \frac{|D_j|}{|D|}
\]  

\[
\text{GainRatio}(A) = \frac{|\text{Gain}(A)|}{|\text{SplitInfo}_A(D)|}
\]  

\[
\max_{i \in N} f(\text{GainRatio}(A_i))
\]  

4.2.2. Admission threshold

Based on the steps and equations above, we obtain the prediction result of the future access frequency category \( f \). It is essential for designing self-adaptive admission thresholds to consider not only the influencing factors of access frequency and concentration but also the size of the storage space and hit rate conditions. If the storage surplus size is larger than the current access content size in a period, we
Algorithm 2 Crates

input: A new content $c_{\text{new}}$ is access, with size $s_{\text{new}}$; the surplus area in dynamic cache: $r_1$; each contents size: $s_i$; Core users accesses numbers sequence in time $t$: $x'_1$; whole users accesses numbers sequence in time $t$: $x'_2$.

1: while $r_1 < s_{\text{new}}$ do
2:  Calculate $cov(x'_1, x'_2)$ by equation (12) and obtain $E$
3:  Get $c_i$ by value $e_i$ from $E$ by equation (14)
4:  $r_1 = r_1 + s_i$
5:  remove $c_i$
6: end while
7: $r_1 = r_1 - s_{\text{new}}$
8: Storage $c_{\text{new}}$ in dynamic cache.

Algorithm 1: Admission Thresholds

vector of length $m$ as a sliding window from core users in time $t$, is presented as

$$x'_i = [r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n],$$

each term represents the total number of user accesses per unit of time $\Delta t$. $x'_i$ is the same structure as $x'_2$ and represents the access number of whole users. We obtain the relationship between the access content number of core users and whole users' by

$$cov(x'_1, x'_2) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x'_1i - \bar{x}'_1)(x'_2i - \bar{x}'_2)}{n},$$

where $\bar{x}'_1$ and $\bar{x}'_2$ are computed by

$$\bar{x}'_1 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}x'_1i}{n},$$

The eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue in $cov(x'_1, x'_2)$ is the relationship value between the contents of core users and whole users. The larger an element in eigenvector $E'$ is the closer the relationship between popular content of core users and whole users is. We choose the immense value in the eigenvector $E'$ as the relationship between popular contents and core users in time $t$. Eviction content $e_i$ is the lowest value of $E$ cached in the dynamic cache area. Suppose the total size of evicting contents and the surplus area is smaller than the access one. In that case, we choose the smallest one in the remaining contents until the cache size of evicts is larger than the access content size. And then we pop these contents finally. (Line 1-8 in algorithm 2)

$$e_i = f(\min(E))$$

4.3.2. Popular contents protection mechanism

We can solve the problem by getting the relationship between core users and popular material to identify popular content. In addition, we find that there is still a tiny amount of popular content in each period that can easily be obtained by historical access frequency. To reduce the computation, these easily obtained contents cannot be used as the selected set for evicting contents. As a result, we suggest a strategy to protect those popular contents.

The main idea of the mechanism is to divide cache resources into dynamic and static cache areas dynamically. The existing intersection in popular content sets between two continuous unit times can regard as the future popular content. The dynamic cache area stores the access contents in real-time. The static cache area stores the intersection of popular contents without caching replacement. Since the intersection changes over time, we dynamically adjust the size of the static cache $S'_i$ by

$$S'_i = \sum q'_i \cdot \text{size}(q'_i),$$

where $k'$ is the number of protection popular contents in time $t - 1$ and is calculated by Eq. (16). $q'_i$ presents the $i$th popular content in time $t - 1$, where $q'_i$ is one of the protection popular content set $q'$ can be obtain in Eq. (17).

$$k' = \text{num}(H_{t-1} \cap H_{t-2}) \cdot d'$$

$$q'_i = T_{opU}(\text{Access}(H_{t-1} \cap H_{t-2}))$$

$H_{t-1}$ and $H_{t-2}$ are popular content sets from two continuous unit times. Due to the content of the request being time-varying, the dynamic and static cache regions need to be automatically generated. So we design a coefficient $d'$ to implement it. It is generated based on hit rates $r'^{-1}$ and $r'^{-1}_{s}$ from dynamic and static cache areas. The coefficient $d'$ is calculated by

$$d' = \frac{d'^{-1} \cdot r'^{-1} - 1 + (d'^{-1} - 1) \cdot r'^{-1}_{s}}{d'^{-1} \cdot r'^{-1}_{s}}.$$
In other words, when a cache region has a higher hit rate, more areas are allocated to that region in the next update time. This approach can dynamically provide an appropriate static cache size $S_d$ to two continuous unit times. Dynamic cache size $S_d$ is the total size of the cache minus the static cache size $S$. In the introduction above, we can gain a metric to measure the content’s value by the relationship between popular content and core users and propose a protection mechanism to ensure the hit rate for a low access period. In other periods, we can choose the existing eviction policy and combine the protection popular contents mechanism as our eviction algorithm, which is called Crates and it is shown in algorithm 2. It is worth mentioning that, because the low-frequency access period is variable, we determine if it is in the low-frequency access period by predicting the access frequency category.

Algorithm 3 Chameleon

1. **Input:** A new content $c_{new}$ is access, with size $s_{new}$, user id $u_{new}$, and time $t_{new}$; C contents $\{c_1, ..., c_n\}$ are already stored in the cache area, each size is $s_i$; Core users accesses sequence $x_i$ and wholes’ $x$ are cache.
2. **if** Size(historical traces) $<$ Size(sliding window) **then**
   3. caching replacement by LRU.
4. **else**
5. **if** Size(historical traces) $=$ Size(sliding window) **then**
6. Calculate the static cache size by equation (15)
7. Calculate the intersection $q_i$ by equation (17)
8. **cache** $q_i$
9. **if** $c_{new}$ NOT in $C$ **then**
10. $a = decision_{c_{new}}$ whether admission or not by algorithm 1
11. **if** $a = 1$ **then**
12. remove eviction contents and caching $c_{new}$ by algorithm 2
13. **end if**
14. **end if**
15. **end if**
16. $x_{i+dt} = x_{i} + 1$
17. **if** $u_{new}$ in $U$ **then**
18. $x_{i+dt} = x_{i} + 1$
19. **end if**
20. **if** $t_{idd} + dt = t_{new}$ **then**
21. remove $x_{i + dt}$
22. remove $x_{i+dt}$
23. Calculate the static cache size by equation (15)
24. Calculate the intersection $q_i$ by equation (17)
25. **cache** $q_i$
26. **end if**

4.4 Overall design: Chameleon

By integrating the admission (AutoPre) and eviction (Crates) algorithms, we obtain our cache replacement algorithm Chameleon. It mainly includes four phases: Initialization, Admission Decision, Eviction Decision, and Updating Information as follows:

- **Initialization.** When the length of access content information is inconsistent with the sliding window size, the cache replacement technique is LRU at first. When the size matches, we divided storage resources into dynamic and static cache areas and cached the intersection of popular contents between two continuous unit times in the static cache area based on the protection mechanism above. (Line 1–8 in algorithm 3)
- **Admission Decision.** With uninterrupted access, content statuses are different. When the status is miss, the future frequency level is gained. Based on the future access frequency predicted, the algorithm 1 decides whether allow the access content or not to cache. (Line 9–10 in algorithm 3)
- **Eviction Decision.** If the access content is admitted to the cache storage, the eviction content is selected and removed by algorithm 2. (Line 11–13 in algorithm 3)
- **Updating Information.** Access information is updated, and the contents and cache size of the static cache area through the sliding window periodically. (Line 16–26 in algorithm 3)

5. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our approach Chameleon by real traces from ChuangCache, show the results of applying Chameleon on them versus the existing representative policies, and analyze the results.

5.1. Experiment setting

**Algorithms:** We compare with three algorithms including SecondHit-LFU, SecondHit-LRU, and SecondHit-Crates.

- **SecondHit-LFU:** The admission policy is SecondHit, and the eviction policy is LFU. LFU removes the content object which has been cached for the smallest access frequency.
- **SecondHit-LRU:** The admission policy is SecondHit, and the eviction policy is LRU, which removes the least accessed content in the cache.
- **SecondHit-Crates:** The admission policy is SecondHit, and the eviction policy is Crates.

**DataSet:** The traces are from ChuangCache in China with 9,839,213 accesses in two days. Each trace item contains the timestamps, anonymized user ID, content ID, server ID, access size, URL, et al. We then deploy and evaluate Chameleon by comparing it with representative algorithms.

**Parameter Settings:** The sliding window size was set to 1 min, and $dt$ was 1 s. Each access content size was 1. The core users were obtained from the previous day’s traces in the same application.

5.2. Performance comparison

We conduct a series of experiments with different cache sizes to show the overall hit rate performance in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), 6(d), and 6(e) show that hit rates of each hour with cache size 100, 200, 500, 800 and 1000. Fig. 6 presents the average hit rate of 4 algorithms in different cache sizes. When cache size is small, the hit rate of our algorithm (red line) has a similar performance in high access frequency-time (such as the 17th and 22nd hour) but is superior to other times compared to the baselines. In particular, in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the frequency during low-frequency access is significantly higher than that during high-frequency periods. As the size of the cache grows, so does the hit rate. With the enlargement of the cache size, the performance of our algorithm becomes more prominent because more content can be cached in edge servers, so the hit rate increase as expected. The hit rate of our algorithm reaches about 98% during the 7th hour in Fig. 6(e), and the improvement is nearly 8%. From these figures, we can see that Chameleon exceeds the other three methods.

5.3. Result analysis

Fig. 7(a), 7(b), 7(c), 7(d), and 7(e) show that replacement rate of each hour with cache size 100, 200, 500, 800 and 1000. Fig. 7(f) presents the average of replacement rate from 4 algorithms in different cache size. When the cache size is 100, the replacement rate is higher than other cache sizes because the hit rate being lower than others. Our algorithm’s replacement rate (red line) is nearly the SecondHit-Crates’s in some time, such as the 7th hour, but its hit rate is higher than the SecondHit-Crates’s. That means, sometimes the SecondHit is
not fit as admission to improve the hit rate. As the cache size grows, the replacement rate of our algorithm gradually pulls away from the second eviction algorithm. It demonstrates that our algorithm can automatically adjust the cache access threshold as the hit rate and cache size grows. As you can see from the above graph, our algorithm increases access to some extent, but the overall hit rate is improved.

In summary, it is necessary to consider the time-varying characteristics of access frequency in different periods to improve the cache hit rate of edge servers in the cache replacement strategy.

6. Conclusion

To address the problem of low hit rate in ever-changing frequency scenarios, we analyze the real trace from ChuangCache. Based on the analysis, we propose a self-adaptive admission threshold in continue time with various access frequencies, including the decision tree to predict the access frequency category to support the admission policy. Then, we adopt the principal component analysis algorithm to analyze the relationship between popular content and core users for choosing the eviction content. Lastly, we propose a popular contents protection mechanism, which caches the popular contents from history in the static cache area, and cache & evict contents in real-time by the relationship between popular contents and core users in the surplus area. Through a series of experiments using real application trace data, we demonstrate that Chameleon reaches about 98% in caching hit rate and outperforms the SecondHit-Crates by 8%.
Fig. 7. [Result analysis] The replacement rate in different cache size. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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